It is very important to note here that virtually all of the cases cited by Margais in his article are North African. Note the specific references to babouches (slippers), chechias (tarbushes), Qaicariya (cloth market)-Maghrib terms that are not generally used in other regions. Note also the contemporary reference to foreign (i.e., European) merchants.
These articles, then, set forth the physical characteristics of the Islamic city primarily as they were observed in North Africa. Much less attention was paid to the social organization of the city nor was any attempt made to explore the underlying causes of the particular patterns found in Islamic cities. This task was essentially left for Robert Brunschvig, in his often cited "Urbanisme medieval et droit musulman."5
In this crucial piece, Brunschvig argues that it was customary law, applied by judges, that over time yielded the type of physical pattern found in the cities of Islamdom. In his analysis, Brunschvig credits, as his isnad, the work of the German scholar, Otto Spies,6 who examined how "the rights of the neighbors" were treated in Islam according to the Shafi'i religious school or at least according to the principal Shafi'i doctors of law. Brunschvig criticizes Spies for ignoring the Malikite rite, even though one of the chief works in that school (Ibn al-Imam) had already been translated into French.7 (Ibn al-Imam was probably born in the 10th century in Toledo and settled first in Cordoba and then Qairawan.) Another source used by Brunschvig was written in the 14th century by Ibn al-Rami, a Tunisian master-builder later elevated to Chief Qadi.8 Thus, most of Brunschvig's analysis is based upon North African jurists, with some parts of it coming from the work of Spies based upon the Shafi'i rite. Note that the referent for the legal work is increasingly North African, just as the chief referent for the physical structure is Fez. We will return to this point when we follow another line of development in the concept of the Islamic city.
But before doing so, let us look at the culmination of this first isnad in the classic 1955 article by Gustave von Grunebaum, "The Structure of the Muslim Town."9 This article represented a major step beyond his earlier discussions. Interestingly enough, in von Grunebaum's earlier book, Medieval Islam, there is only the briefest discussion of the role of the city in Islam. The author merely notes that "Islam, from its very outset unfolding in an urban milieu, favored city development."'0 He further remarks that only in a city, with its Friday mosque, its markets and, possibly, its public baths, can the duties of the religion be fully performed. While he ostensibly quotes the Qur'an to substantiate his position, the actual footnote to this passage (appearing on page 174) sends the reader back to the 1928 article by William Marcais. By von Grunebaum's 1955 article, Georges Marcais has also been integrated, as can be seen in the following lengthy quotation which virtually reproduces the excerpt translated earlier.
Near the mosque as a religious center we will find the suppliers of the sanctuaries, the suq of the candle merchants, the dealers in incense and other perfumes. Near the mosque as the intellectual center we will also find the suq of the booksellers, the suq of the bookbinders, and, as its neighbor, the suq of the leather merchants and the makers of slippers. ' 
Paraphrasing Marcais further, von Grunebaum simply alleges that
Adjoining this group of markets we enter the halls of the dealers in textiles, the qaisariyya, the only section of the suqs which is regularly roofed and which can be locked and where, therefore, precious materials other than fabrics will also be stored and exchanged. Next to the textile trade the carpenters, locksmiths, and the producers of copper utensils will be located; and somewhat farther from the center, the smiths. Approaching to the gates [of On the periphery of the town will be situated such industries as ... the dyers, the tanners, and almost outside the city limits, the potters.12 For this entire passage and its quotations von Grunebaum naturally cites the 1940 article by Georges Marcais. But what is remarkable is the fact that he neither comments on nor adds to this presentation. He merely incorporates the description of Fez, Rabat, Tunis, etc., as presented by Margais, into his generalizations concerning the physical structure of the Islamic city.
With respect to the social organization of the Islamic city he similarly incorporates uncritically the conclusions of earlier Orientalists. He holds with the Margais's that, in contrast to western medieval ones, Muslim towns lacked municipal organization.13 Also following their lead he suggests that this lack of municipal government was compensated for by the ethnically specialized quarters with their own sheikhs. Further, he accepts the views of Louis Massignon14 that guild-like organizations of trades knitted the social organization together, a view which has subsequently been rejected by Orientalists.15 And finally, von Grunebaum describes how Islamic law shaped the city, paraphrasing many of Brunschvig's arguments and referring to the latter's sources which, as we have seen, deal largely with North Africa.
As one can see from even this brief treatment, the 1955 codification of the concept of the Islamic city by von Grunebaum patched together what Orientalists had agreed were the chief characteristics of the Islamic city, based chiefly on the Maghrib (although, granted, he does cite Sauvaget). Interestingly enough, between von Grunebaum's first reference and his classic article on the Islamic city in 1955, at least one new source had come out by another French North Africanist, Roger LeTourneau, but this work was not cited at all, a fact which is difficult to account for. If the major referent for the foregoing works on the Islamic city is North Africa and more particularly Fez, the crucial beginning point for the next isnad is Syria, drawing on the solid scholarly work of Jean Sauvaget on the cities of Aleppo22 and Damascus.23 These studies have had a substantial impact on the evolving image of the Islamic city, but the extent to which his findings (which detail how Islamic cities evolved from Byzantine antecedents) conflict with the image constructed on the basis of North African cities, especially Fez, has rarely been acknowledged. Scholars seem to hold both views at the same time!24
Presumably, many of the differences between new princely towns and existing evolving cities had disappeared in the Arab world by the 13th to 16th centuries, the time period covered in Ira Lapidus' now classic but somewhat grandiosely entitled Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages.25 Originally a dissertation at Harvard, it was revised for publication in 1967. In the preface to this work, Lapidus modestly demurs from testing the hypotheses of Max Weber concerning the contrast between European and Asian cities and states instead that he will "confine [himself] in his book to a description of several Muslim cities. The book concentrates on Damascus and Aleppo in the period of the Mamluk Empire, 1250-1517, with supporting studies of the Mamluk capital city of Cairo." Despite this demurrer, the opening paragraphs of the body of the text pose a general question of how Muslim towns were governed, and the concluding paragraph of the book says in broad fashion, "This system of relations constituted the government of Muslim towns."26 Furthermore, the title has been given more credence than the content. I have seen this work cited by Orientalists as proving that Islamic cities lacked municipal governance.
In short, just as we find the first isnad to be based chiefly on French North African sources/studies, particularly focusing on the city of Fez, so we find a second isnad based upon the Syrian cities of Aleppo and Damascus, as studied physically by Sauvaget and sociopolitically by Lapidus. In each case, a very tentative set of place-specific comments and descriptions appears. These enter the literature and take on the quality of abstractions. With each telling, the tale of authority grows broader in its application. Forgotten is the fact that only a handful of cities are actually described. Forgotten is the fact that only certain legal codes-on which the Islamic form of city is presumed to be based-have been studied. Forgotten is the fact that Islamic cities have evolved over time and that the sociopolitical system in Damascus and Aleppo in the 14th century under Mamluk rule cannot possibly provide a convincing description of how Islamic cities sui generis were governed! My own book on Cairo fell into the trap set by the Orientalists by accepting many of the earlier authorities about the nature of the Islamic city.27 The edifice they had built over the years seemed to me a strong and substantial one. Only gradually did it become clear how much a conspiracy of copying and glossing had yielded this optical illusion. But criticisms were already beginning to appear.
In Before this, however, a brief biographical note. I went to India in the late seventies, looking for (and hoping not to find) the Islamic city. To my surprise, it was easy to distinguish Muslim from Hindu urban quarters. Several cues seemed to trigger a subliminal response. First, the ratio of males to females on the street and in public places was higher in Muslim than in Hindu areas. Second, butcher shops and trades related to hides and animal products were located almost exclusively in Muslim areas. And third, it seemed that the decibel level of sounds was higher and more animated in Muslim quarters, of which the call to prayer was only one of the added elements.
These semiotics were chiefly in public space; it was harder to penetrate semiprivate and private space, except in several Hindu areas to which I had personal entree. The quarter, in the sense of a semi-private lane or courtyard apartment house, seemed as typical of poor Hindu areas as of Muslim areas, but circumspect behavior outside the private living quarters seemed less in Hindu than in Muslim areas. One explanation for this might be differences in the rules of veiling. Hindu women veil primarily before close relatives (especially fathers-inlaw) whereas Muslim women veil chiefly from outsiders. Given this, one would expect Muslims to make a greater distinction between in and out of the house. In brief, it seemed that social patterns of gender segregation and social patterns of proscribed foods were the chief religion-linked variables distinguishing Muslim from Hindu quarters in mixed cities. This, of course, was not a true test of the case, so I also tried to compare the urban patterns of Muslim-origin cities with those of Hindu-(or Vedic-) origin cities. Here again it was possible to make the distinction. Cities originally occupied by Muslims or substantially expanded by them had far more convoluted street patterns than cities founded by Vedic/Hindu populations. The latter were arranged more regularly, had straight streets unencroached by structures, and achieved privacy largely through court-houses rather than alleys and dead-ends. On the basis of this, it seemed that the most probable cause of these differences might be the nature of the law of real property, rather than religion per se.
The next logical test was to examine the literature about Muslim cities elsewhere. With reference to Africa south of the Sahara, scholars thought there were significant differences between Islamic versus non-Islamic cities. African cities inhabited by Muslim populations were said to contain complex and narrow street systems, courtyards, and the spatial segregation of males and females.
And finally, informants suggest that cities in Muslim areas of Asia (Indonesia and China, for example) exhibit distinctive street patterns, noise levels, and a sense of Islam. By the time one comes to these cases one is sure that if there is something Islamic about cities, it must be more than simple architectural patterns and designs, since the architectural vernaculars become increasingly distant from Damascus and Fez.
What, then, can it be that is distinctive? It is easy to say what it is not. It is not a form, per se. The careful reader will have noted that the Orientalists' discussions of the Islamic city focus on a unique conjunction of forces that created a few cities they take to be prototypical. The forms of these cities at certain points in time are taken as ideal types and are further abstracted to obtain a final ideal which is created out of congruent forms. This, they suggest, was (is?) the Islamic city. Not only scholars but present practicing Muslims looking to build new Islamic cities have accepted this approach and are trying to find in the planning and architectural repertoire of the past the tricks and techniques that will reproduce it.31 But these approaches-scholarly or practical-miss the point. Cities are the products of many forces, and the forms that evolve in response to these forces are unique to the combination of those forces. A city at one point in time is a still photograph of a complex system of building and destroying, of organizing and reorganizing, etc. In short, the intellectual question we need to ask ourselves is: Out of what forces were the prototypical Islamic cities created?
PART II-WHAT CREATED THE "TRADITIONAL" CITY IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD
A modest list of the forces that created the traditional Islamic city would include: a terrain/climate; a technology of production, distribution and transportation; a system of social organization; and a legal/political system which, in Islamic places and times, could vary considerably.
It is exceedingly hard to unpack this complex bundle to determine the extent to which Islam influenced any one of them at any point in time. We must dismiss terrain entirely as being Islamic, even though the Arab region in which this genre of city building was developed had a characteristic climate/terrain as well as a historic inheritance which encouraged common solutions. We must also dismiss technology as being Islamic, for there is nothing religious about pack animals, handicraft production, small-scale market arrangements, etc., any more than there is something religious about terrain and climate. Once one eliminates the influence of these factors, one is left with exploring the social, political, and legal characteristics of Islam that shaped, but did not determine, the processes whereby Islamic cities were formed, transformed, and transformed again. These are the characteristics we explore in the rest of this article.32
Let us begin with an extreme statement: namely, that the division of the Middle Eastern-North African city into a nested set of territories with clear markers and defended borders was not Islamic per se but reflective of a social order that had much in common with other societies based upon the family writ large (tribalism, clans, and ethnicity). Fluctuations in the strength of the markers and the degree to which boundaries were defended were contingent more upon the state of law and order than on shifts in religious ideology. This is a clear indication that religion was not the determining variable.
However, to say that Islam was not the only cause of urban form is not to say that it was unimportant. On the contrary, it was a crucial contributing factor in shaping cities within its realms. It contributed in several important ways.
First, it made rough juridical distinctions among population classes on the basis of their relation to the Umma (community of believers) and thus the State. These distinctions were thus available in the repertoire of territoriality and could be translated into spatial segregation under certain conditions. Furthermore, the frequent inability of the state to transcend communal organizations and the laissez-faire attitude of the state toward civil society33 left important functions to other units of social organization which strengthened them. Since many of these functions were vicinal ones (maintaining streets and utilities, guarding turf, providing lighting, supervising and sanctioning behavior, etc.), and since many vicinal units were composed of socially related people, what we would call the neighborhood became a crucial building block of cities in the Arab world during medieval and even later times. It was therefore available in the repertoire of social responses, sometimes employed by the residents themselves when state power broke down, sometimes employed by the state as a way to control its subjects. Whether it was a mechanism for defense or a modality for control depended upon factors which were certainly not Islamic.
Second, by encouraging gender segregation, Islam created a set of architectural and spatial imperatives that had only a limited range of solutions. What Islam required was some way of dividing functions and places on the basis of gender and then of creating a visual screen between them. This structuring of space was different from what would have prevailed had freer mixing of males and females been the pattern. Such spatial divisions were a functional supplement to alternative patterns of person-marking which were also used but often not fully satisfactory. Semiotics of space in the Islamic city gave warnings and helped persons perform their required duties while still observing avoidance norms.
And finally one returns to the system of property laws that governed rights and obligations vis a vis both other property owners and the state. Such customary laws and precedents set in motion a process whereby a pattern of space was continually reproduced. Of primary importance were the pre-existing rights of individual or collective users of land and immoveable property. Of secondary importance were the rights and responsibilities of proximate neighbors, followed by those of more distant ones. Then, finally, as a residual, there was the right of the collectivity or larger administrative unit. Under such circumstances, access to entrances took priority over major thoroughfares or the reservation of land for public purposes.
I would like here to speculate on these three themes, drawing upon evidence from both medieval and modern time periods. Even though this is hardly a scientific approach, on occasion scholars must be willing to engage in free association to generate hypotheses which might be fruitfully explored, even though and perhaps especially because such hypotheses step beyond what is known.
Territoriality in the Arabo-Islamic City
One of the most striking features of the cities of the Middle East and North Africa, certainly during medieval times but to some extent persisting feebly to this day in the older residential quarters, is its subdivision into smaller quarters whose approximate boundaries remain relatively constant over time and whose names continue to be employed as important referential terms, even when they do not appear on modern markers of street names, etc.
In contrast, in his study of neighborhoods in Chicago, Albert Hunter found that territorial names seldom persisted for even a generation, much less a hundred years, and that there was widespread disagreement both as to the recognizability of many neighborhood designations and as to their geographic extent and borders.34 To some extent, the contrast between the persisting boundaries and nomenclature in Arabo-Islamic cities and the unclear and changing character of Chicago neighborhoods can be attributed to spatial design and markers.
Kevin Lynch, in his brilliant book on urban form, The Image of the City,35 tried to probe, through mental mapping, the psychology of spatial borders and spatial concepts; he concluded, interestingly enough, that some quarters and cities are more imageable than others. There is no doubt in my mind that the historic quarters of Arab cities were built to be imageable in a way that gridironplanned Chicago was not.
The design of the Arabo-Islamic city, with its convoluted paths, was intended to subdivide space into relatively permanent quarters. But a recognition of this fact simply begs the question. Medieval European towns were equally devoid of right angles and through streets; they also were subdivided into potentially organizable subpockets. Nevertheless, they are quite different in physical pattern and were quite different in social organization from the medieval Arab city.36
One must look for more than design to explain the signification of turf in the Arabo-Islamic city. One must look for a common creator of boundaries. There may be an overarching Islamic reason for the latter. Islamic property laws about differential responsibility to neighbors and control over accessways to dwellings may have been partially responsible for the typical cellular pattern found in residential quarters of medieval Islamic cities.37 However, I see Islamic law as an adaptive mechanism for helping the society to achieve its goals, rather than as a deus ex machina determining them. Therefore, we must go behind the issue of how imageable cells of residence were created and maintained to explore why they were so typically the building block of urban society. This brings us, then, to the three hypotheses I would like to advance.
Turf and Juridical Classes
States that make juridical distinctions among residents lay the foundation for what can evolve into a system of spatial segregation. It is a necessary but, however, not a sufficient cause of residential apartheid. That is because social distance and physical distance are not necessarily the same thing. By social distance we mean the degree to which open egalitarian interaction is blocked, or rather the amount of work which must be done by two parties to overcome social barriers to intimacy. By physical distance we mean the degree to which physical contact is blocked by space or rather the amount of work which must be done to overcome spatial barriers to face-to-face contact. Clearly, we can all think of cases in which maximum social distance can coexist with minimal spatial segregation (master-valet, master-house slave) and, conversely, other cases where minimum social distance can be sustained over great physical distance (loved ones in other countries). Indeed, it is generally when lines of social distance become less marked that physical distance is intensified.
Medieval Islamic cities certainly did maintain the distinctions between juridical classes through social distance (as evidenced by sumptuary regulations, the semiotics of clothes, body postures, etc.) but spatial distance was not always a mechanism for maintaining social distance. On occasion, however, particularly during periods of tension, physical segregation was employed to intensify the social boundary markers. But one need not take the testimony of a foreign observer to substantiate the universality of some of the principles. In the aqsar (castles) of southern Morocco, one can find the same bent entrances designed to create a visual blindspot. And urban building regulations were replete with requirements that the doors of buildings occupying opposite sides of the street must not face one another, another mechanism of visual control.
Similarly, within the dwelling the ideal was to segregate public from private space so that males could circulate without interfering with the movement and activities of females. Obviously, this was possible only, if at all, for the very wealthy, such as the household home that was described above. Compare LanePoole's account with the following description of elite housing in Jidda, Saudi Arabia, in the 1960s.
A typical old house includes a wing for the men, usually on the first floor, with an access to the garden and to the ground floor balconies. In this part of the house the head of the household has his sleeping room, study, guest rooms, and sitting rooms. The second and third floors belong to the women; one is for daily living and another for receiving guests.43
For the poor, no such absolute segregation was possible. Rather, signs and codes helped regulate spatial symbiosis, often by rules that governed timing.
The most obvious semiotic of sexual segregation in the Islamic city was the sign used in front of the public bath to indicate ladies' day. Subtler signs governed other divisions of time and/or space, however. Take, for example, the zone just outside the houses that share a common accessway in a dead-end quarter. These are found in most parts of the Arab world, from the Fertile Crescent to Morocco. I have elsewhere termed this space semi-private space, a third category between public and private which is found infrequently in sexintegrated societies but is often found in sex-segregated societies. 44 The fact is that the ideal of separation between the sexes is best achieved by the wealthy who can afford to duplicate space and can afford the servant or slave girls who were never guarded from male sight or contact. Most poor women were less able to meet the ideal. For them, the family writ large permitted the doing of tasks as well as the protection from strange males because the local neighborhood was an extension of the home and therefore the family. The blind alley or dead-end court street was such a device for achieving this compromise between the exigencies of life and the directives of female seclusion. Nawal Nadim has written very sensitively on this subject in her contemporary anthropological study of life in a poor hara (neighborhood) passageway in Cairo.
A large number of activities take place in the harah passage which in other parts of Cairo, or even during different historic stages of the harah, would be restricted to the physical setting of the dwelling .... [T]he manner and form of familiarity with which various intimate activities are carried out in the harah passage make it evident that the alley is actually considered by both sexes to be a private domain. Members of the two sexes in the harah treat each other with familiarity similar to that existing among members of the same family. Even outside the harah, any male resident is responsible for protecting any female member of his harah. He is further responsible for what she does, and he has the right to interfere in her activities if he finds them inappropriate.45
As one can see from this discussion, the family is simply written larger when it is impossible to achieve the physical and visual separation required between strangers. I am struck with the similarity of these rules in semi-private urban space to those that apply within an encampment of sedentarized bedouins, as described by Lila Abu-Lughod. 46 It is clear that when densities are high and houses too small to contain the manifold activities women are supposed to do in them, the spillover space becomes appropriated as semi-private space and co-residents who might inadvertently have visual access are appropriated into a fictive kinship relationship to neutralize danger. Dress is an important part of the semiotics of space. As Nadim notes, "clothing which is acceptable for a woman within the lodging is also acceptable in the harah."47 Nor is it only in Egypt that such adaptations take place. Elizabeth Fernea's descriptions of her Street in Marrakech48 indicate that when women ran next door within the enclosed portion of their street, they did not cover themselves as fully as they would have, had they been going into public space. It was all in the family. Clearly, then, one of the reasons why the older pattern of city building has been maintained in many sections of AraboIslamic cities, even today, is that it is still well adapted to the complex demands for visual privacy for females.
I am often struck, as I wander around Arab cities, with how easy it is to tell whether I am in public space or have blundered into semi-private space. I have often tried to identify the markers that indicate this. A sudden narrowing of the path, particularly if that narrowing has been exaggerated by the implanting of low stone posts or even a pile of bricks, is a sign of the shift, especially when the road widens again soon afterwards. But even when the spatial semiotics are absent, the personal ones are present. There is the questioning look or the approach of someone wanting to help but clearly also wanting to know.
Institutions have been retained from earlier periods, one of which is the nadorgi (from nazara, "to sight") who, in Nadim's Cairo hara, was responsible not only for overseeing proper behavior between male and female hara residents but also for spotting strangers. As she describes it, the nadorgi... is responsible for keeping an eye on those entering the harah and detecting their movements. He is usually someone whose shop or house is close to the entrance to the harah where he remains most of the time. Besides being a source of information concerning external movement into the harah, the nadorgi can provide equally valuable insights into the internal movements of the various harah residents.... Whenever illegal activities occur in the harah, and in most cases this is the smoking or trading of hashish, the role of the nadorgi becomes vital since he quickly warns of the entrance of outsiders into the harah. The nadorgi will approach the outsider under the pretense of wishing to help him find whomever he wants. This tactic serves two purposes: first, it detains the intruder and secondly, it provides the nadorgi with information about the outsider's destination and contact. 49 We shall return to this point when we investigate the other function of the neighborhood in the Arabo-Islamic city, namely, defensive space.
The Neighborhood as a Key Element in Civil Society and the State
The final way in which Islam shaped the traditional Arabo-Islamic city was through neglect, ironic as that may seem. By failing to concern itself with matters of day-to-day maintenance Islamic states often encouraged the vitality of other sub-state functional units. One of these was definitely the residential neighborhood.
The rather more rigid segregation between commercial and residential quarters in the classic Islamic city has been attributed to the need to separate private (i.e., female) from public (i.e., male) space. Whatever the cause, such segregation certainly did have important effects. It left to the residential areas a large measure of autonomy, since many of the public functionaries (the supervisors of the market places or the supervisors of public morals) operated largely in the commercial sections of the city. Neighborhoods handled many of their internal functions on a more ad hoc basis, being unable to afford more commercialized services. For example, in the aswaq (markets), adjacent merchants might hire a guard, but in the neighborhoods more informal arrangements were likely. Having functions that could only be performed on a neighborhood-wide basis certainly strengthened the cooperation within the district. It must also be acknowledged, however, that before the modern era which emphasized the separation of population on the basis of class, the neighborhood often was composed of a leading family-household, surrounded by poorer families which had a clientele relationship to the dominant household. In such cases, what we think of as municipal services were actually provided by the dominant household.
A second factor that strengthened the neighborhood was its role as protector. I would like to explore the issue of turf and defended neighborhoods because I find the literature produced by Orientalists on the role of dhu'cr (militant), futuwwa (chivalrous society), etc., in the medieval Islamic city highly deficient in sociological sense. I have been struck over and over again with the fact that the traditional Arabo-Islamic city was designed to maximize what Newman has termed defensible space.
In the introduction to his book, Defensible Space: Crime Prevention through Urban Design, Oscar Newman writes that he is trying to find an architectural solution to the rising disorder in American cities. He claims:
Architectural design can make evident by the physical layout that an area is the shared extension of the private realms of a group of individuals. For one group to be able to set the norms of behavior and the nature of activity possible within a particular place, it is necessary that it have clear, unquestionable control over what can occur there. Design can make it possible for both inhabitant and stranger to perceive that an area is under the undisputed influence of a particular group, that they dictate the activity taking place within it, and who its users are to be. This can be made so clearly evident that residents will not only feel confident, but that it is incumbent upon them to question the comings and goings of people to ensure the continued safety of the defined areas. Any intruder will be made to anticipate that his presence will be under question and open to challenge; so much so that a criminal can be deterred from even contemplating entry.
Defensible space is a model for residential environments which inhibit crime by creating the physical expression of a social fabric that defends itself.50
Certainly, what Newman has just described is the Arabo-Islamic semi-private quarter par excellence. But is the picture as benign as he has drawn it? Yes, the neighborhood defends itself-but perhaps it is defending its criminal activities or its warfare with the rest of society. Two non-benign parallels present themselves. These are boys' gangs and the militia turf in embattled Beirut. Both offer a seamier view of the defensible space advocated by Newman.
Boys' gangs were certainly a feature of Arabo-Islamic cities in the past and continue to be present today. Futuwwa, dhu'ar, etc. may be given exotic meaning and significance by Orientalists, but to a sociologist they have a most familiar mien. We recognize the organization of local young males for the defense of their quarter-whether such organizations are called Latin Kings or Awldd al-Hdra. We recognize the gang leader, whether he is called Jeff Fort or Muhammed ibn 'Ali, and we recognize his role, whether he is called Doc or Za'Tm (Boss). Even the so-called codes of chivalry are to be found in boys' gangs.
Urban sociologist, Gerald Suttles, predated Newman in his conceptualization of a "defended neighborhood" which he defined as a "residential group which seals itself off through the efforts of delinquent gangs, by restrictive covenants, by sharp boundaries, or by a forbidding reputation."5' He goes on to specify the conditions under which defended neighborhoods become important in cities (and here he is discussing places like Chicago, not Cairo, and yet the applicability is obvious):
Granted the inability of formal procedures of social control to detect and forestall all or even most forms of urban disorder, some additional mechanisms seem necessary for the maintenance of order. Among the available mechanisms, a set of rules governing and restricting spatial movement seems a likely and highly effective means of preserving order. Such a set of rules has some fairly obvious advantages: it segregates groups that are otherwise likely to come into conflict; it restricts the range of association and decreases anonymity; it thrusts people together into a common network of social relations that overlap rather than diverge from one another.52
Residents are particularly likely to intensify their defense when the order in the outside society becomes weakened.
Historically, in Arabo-Islamic cities, the neighborhood has been in dialectical process with the external society. When central power was strong and when the city-wide hierarchical structure was working smoothly, agents of the central administration operated within the neighborhoods to provide information to the center and ensure conformance with central directives. This was certainly the case with the sheikh of the hara in Cairo at certain points, when he was essentially an informer for the police as well as for the muhtasib (inspector of morals). He acted, in his capacity as real estate expert, to "steer" or supervise who should have access to vacant dwelling units in the quarter. Sometimes, the neighborhood was an administrative subset of the state.
More often, however, the quarter played the opposite role, that of a defended neighborhood, particularly when chaos reigned. One reads, in the historical accounts, of civil strife/invasions/street battles, the recurring phrase, "and people closed the gates to their harat." Alternatively, to gain control over the city, conquerors always had to destroy the gates to the harat, as Napoleon's forces did when they invaded Cairo.
One has only to think of contemporary Beirut to have these phrases take on fuller meaning. During the height of disorder, virtually every block belonged to a different group or faction. Checkpoints blocked entry and exit to these defended territories. Often, barricades were constructed at the boundaries. The opposite side of defense was also evident. During the Israeli siege, neighborhood assistance was organized by block committees which allocated vacant apartments, oversaw the rationing of water use, and distributed food and medical relief as needed. One cannot resist reading back into history to evaluate some of the roles neighborhoods formerly played in the Arabo-Islamic city.53
CONCLUSIONS AND A NOTE OF WARNING
In the first part of this paper we attempted to deconstruct Orientalist thinking about the Islamic city by showing not only that the idea itself was "created" on the basis of too few cases but, even worse, was a model of outcomes rather than one of processes. By that I mean that the goal was to generalize about a specific form of city at one long historic moment without unpacking the various causes of that particular outcome. That form was then equated with the Islamic city, regardless of whether there was anything particularly Islamic about the causes.
The reason it is important to criticize this approach is that in a number of Arab countries today planners are trying to recreate Islamic cities-but by means which are terribly inappropriate because they focus on outcomes, rather than processes. Such planners hope, by edict and ordinance, to preserve and to build anew cities on an Islamic pattern. It should be clear by now, however, why this approach is likely to fail.
Cities are processes, not products. The three Islamic elements that set in motion the processes that give rise to Islamic cities were: a distinction between the members of the Umma and outsiders, which led to juridical and spatial distinction by neighborhoods; the segregation of the sexes which gave rise to a particular solution to the question of spatial organization; and a legal system which, rather than imposing general regulations over land uses of various types in various places, left to the litigation of neighbors the detailed adjudication of mutual rights over space and use. These three factors were Islamic, per se.
However, in addition, the historic cities that developed in Arabo-Islamic lands in premodern times were deeply influenced by such non-Islamic factors as climate, terrain, technologies of construction, circulation, and production, as well as political variables such as the relation between rulers and the ruled, the general level of intercommunal strife, and fluctuations in the degree of internal and external security. Furthermore, the nature of any Islamic city at any point in time was the result not only of the contemporaneous nature of these variables but the inherited forms which took shape under earlier and different circumstances.
It is clear, then, that one does not have the capacity to recreate Islamic cities by edict. One has only the capacity to create conditions that might set in motion processes which, in the past, generated the forms of the traditional city in the Arabo-Islamic world. But it must be recognized that one cannot do that without being willing to live with the three conditions mentioned above, namely: (1) juridical distinctions between Muslims and/or citizens and outsiders; (2) segregation by gender and a virtually complete division of labor according to it; and (3) a fully decentralized and ex post facto system of land use and governmental regulation over space. In today's world, these three are considered retrogressive.
First, modern states accord basic rights and responsibilities in an egalitarian manner-at least in theory. Where distinctions are made on the basis of ascribed status they have attracted the criticism of the world. Hence, states such as South Africa which make sharp juridical distinctions on the basis of race, or Israel and certain Muslim theocracies that make similar distinctions on the basis of religion, are accused of using racist criteria. And contemporary societies that are orga-nized on the basis of communal affiliations run the risk of fragmentation and strife, as has occurred in Lebanon.
Second, throughout the world there has been a trend toward increased equality between the sexes. Integration, not segregation, has been the ideal toward which many cultures are moving.
Finally, modern municipal governments stress the provision of community facilities through a centralized system and stress the establishment of laws that apply to whole classes of places and uses, that is, zoning laws, building codes, street alignments, subdivision regulations, etc. Such regulations, as we have tried to show, are the antithesis of the assumptions and mechanisms of property law under Islamic legal approaches.
Therefore, none of the conditions still exist which would permit us to reconstruct Islamic cities by design. Only a view of the Islamic city such as that held by earlier Orientalists would allow one to even entertain such a notion.
That is not to say, however, that we could not build better cities in the contemporary Arabo-Islamic world if we paid closer attention to some of the true achievements of the past and if we learned from them. The historic Islamic city often achieved community, privacy and beauty. It would be wise to seek these same goals, even though the old means are no longer available. But since cities are living processes rather than formalistic shells for living, they cannot be built by us. We can only encourage them to grow in the desired direction. Can we nurture neighborhoods that are supportive but not defensive? Can we foster privacy not for women alone but for households? Can we guard the rights of neighbors while still applying laws consistently? That is the task Arab city planners must set for themselves. , 1960) , that eastern and western versions were quite similar, due to their common levels of technology. However, this ignores the fact that tribalism-ethnicity was seldom the organizing principle of spatial structure in western medieval towns, nor was there as much separation between residence and business as there was in cities where gender segregation was the rule (i.e., in ancient Greece and in Islamdom).
"Besim S. Hakim, in his Arabic-Islamic Cities, argues this in convincing fashion, but he draws his empirical evidence almost exclusively from Tunis. I doubt whether Islamic law can be the sole explanation, for the cellular structure of communities in that climate and culture region long predates the appearance of Islam, and the alternative to the "hara, mahalla, huma," etc. system found throughout the Fertile Crescent and North Africa, namely, the tall qasr or apartment building found in Yemen, southern Morocco, and Saudi Arabia, is equally Islamic, in being indigenously developed and suited to the cultural and geopolitical climate. 
